
 

Season Greetings MAL Members, 

As I sit here in the airport looking out the gate 

window at the falling snow with my warm 

peppermint mocha, thinking about the data I 

need to process for work and the final exams I 

need to grade waiting for me at the university, 

it is hard to believe 2016 is coming to end, 

and the holiday is upon us. We had a 

wonderful time at WE16 in Philadelphia, and 

2017 is going to be memorable for SWE as 

well.  As many of you know, 2017 will be the 

last year regions will host region conferences, 

so if you want to attend make sure to make 

plans now. Also, there will be two WE Local 

conferences this year, so if you have the 

opportunity to attend, do so. 

This issue of the MAL newsletter is full of 

great articles. You can 

find out what 

happened at the MAL 

Summit and 

meeting. Read about 

the amazing MAL 

members who were 

SWE award 

recipients, and the talented recipients of the 

MAL awards, outreach, and much more.  

Wishing you a wonderful holiday season, and 

a prosperous new year! 

 

  Debbie Jacklitch-Kuiken 

  SWE FY17 MAL President 

  debbie_jacklitch@yahoo.com 
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WE16 Recap—MAL Summit 

By Beth Mellott, SWE MAL Secretary 

The MAL Summit was held at the 

Annual Conference in Philadelphia, 

PA on October 26, 2016. The 

morning started with an update on 

the new Association Management 

System (AMS) presented by SWE’s 

Director of Member Relations, Mary 

Carravallah. Several new features 

are being rolled out to add more 

functionality to the system that is 

currently available. Please email HQ 

staff with any questions or issues 

regarding the new AMS.  

The MAL Summit continued with 

Mary Perkinson, Director of 

Advocacy, presenting on outreach 

across SWE. Using the Outreach 

Metric Tool (OMT), MALs reported 

30 Outreach Activities last year! 

Across all of SWE, over 22,000 girls 

were served last year through the 

reported outreach activities! The 

OMT is only ten questions and MALs 

are encouraged to complete the 

survey for each activity they 

participate in. 

Beth Posey-Leonhard, MAL 

Leadership Coach, presented the 

LCC Module on Leadership Burnout. 

Her presentation included details on 

how to recognize and deal with 

burnout. A key point of the 

discussion included using your 

calendar to schedule “me time” in 

order to limit the number of pulls on 

your time. Learning to say no 

effectively was also discussed and 

practiced among the attendees.  

Next there was a discussion on the 

goals and leadership pipeline for the 

MAL organization. The take away 

was how we can plot our SWE 

Career to remember what we have 

done and plan where we may want 

to go. Beth Posey-Leonhard led a 

discussion on the additional needs in 

the principles of succession planning 

for MALs. Additional qualities were 

noted to be the ability to work 

remotely, communication, patience, 

self-starter, flexibility, and innovative. 

The Outreach Parent Educator 

Program (PEP) was highlight by 

Mary Zeis. This program provides 

instruction on engineering outreach 

events and reinforces that parents 

and educators are a critical force in 

introducing children to engineering. 

Mary noted that these events are 

being tracked in the Outreach Metric 

Tool as well. The new stretch goal 

for PEP events this year is 160 
(Continued on page 3) 
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Beth Posey-
Leonhard, MAL 
Leadership Coach, 
presenting a module 
on leadership burnout 
at the MAL summit. 
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program, in its 3rd year, handed out 5 awards—

see pages 4 and 5 for details on this year’s award 

winners!  

Though not in attendance, past president Colleen 

Layman (FY16 Society President) was 

recognized at the meeting as well.  

WE16 Recap—MAL Council Meeting 

The MAL Council meeting was held at the 

Annual Conference in Philadelphia, PA on 

October 27th.  After welcome and introductions, 

Debbie Jacklitch-Kuiken gave the membership 

report. Overall, membership trends are similar 

between SWE overall and the MAL organization. 

MALs in several areas formed professional 

sections. Even with losing these members, MAL 

numbers were up overall as of March 31 this 

year. More detailed numbers can be found in the 

previous newsletter. Debbie followed this with 

the treasurer’s report, and provided budget 

numbers for this year and last. This was followed 

by the MAL financial assessment report, which 

was presented by FY17 chair Sara Hough. Emily 

Ongstad gave an update on the newsletter and 

Outreach. Jennifer Cooper provided details 

about the website and our social media pages. 

Teller and Alternate Teller were also elected for 

the next round of elections. The MAL awards 

Discussing governance structure options at the MAL 
council meeting. 

MALs after the MAL council meeting at WE16 in Philadelphia, PA. 

events across the Society. The Society is also 

promoting K-12 educator memberships. These 

memberships are $20/year and can be gifted to K-

12 teachers in order to provide them with the 

(Continued from page 2) excellent resources and knowledge base on 

outreach within SWE. 

The MAL Summit ended by sharing peer mentoring, 

best practice, and questions led by FY17 MAL 

President Debbie Jacklitch-Kuiken.  
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The MAL organization is pleased to 
announce the recipients of the FY16 
MAL Awards Program. These women 
are dedicated MALs who have 
demonstrated leadership, engagement 
and commitment to SWE. 
 
MAL Outreach Award 
The MAL Outreach award is presented 
to either a professional or collegiate 
MAL for outstanding contributions 
toward informing girls and/or their 
parents, educators, counselors and/or 
the general public of opportunities 
available in STEM careers. The judging 
is based on 20% alignment of activities 
with the Society’s mission, 40% on the 
variety and complexity of the member’s 
involvement, 20% on the impact of 
activities in the community and 20% on 
the impact of the activities on the 
attendees. This year’s MAL Outreach 
Award was presented to Cynthia Reid. 
Cynthia is a Staff Engineer in the 

Product Support 
Engineering group for LORD 
Corporation. She is also the chair of 
the LORD Corporation’s NWPA 
Outreach Committee. Her outreach 
activities included Jr Achievement 
volunteer for 2nd grade program, SWE 
Invent It Build It program mentor Star 
and table mentor, Penn State STEM 
fair organizer and presenter, School to 
Industry volunteer for 5th grade 
program and Math Options speaker, 
organizer and presenter for the 8th 
grade program. This year a MAL 
Outreach Honorable Mention award 
was presented to Rita Sobhy. Rita is a 
senior at SUNY Polytechnic Institute 
studying electrical and computer 
engineering and applied mathematics. 
Her outreach activities include 
organizing Know One to Be One 
program for high school students to 
shadow SUNY engineering students. 
She also organized the nano/STEM 
program for 8th grade students which 
included presentations and hands-on 
activities on different engineering 
disciplines. 
 
Congratulations to both Cynthia and 
Rita for their outreach dedication! 
 
MAL Newsletter Awards 
Communication is vital to the SWE 
MAL organization and the MAL 
newsletter is the main communication 
method used to impart information to 
the MAL membership. There were 2 
newsletter awards presented in FY16. 
The first was the Best Newsletter 
Award. This award is a judged award 
and the criteria are based on relevance 
to MALs, readability and if the article 
was a good topic for the general 
reader. Collegiate and professional 

(Continued on page 5) 
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2016 SWE MAL Awards 
By Stacey Culver, SWE-MAL Awards Chair 

Cynthia Reid (right) receiving the MAL Outreach Award from 
FY16 President Debbie Jacklitch-Kuiken (left) (left panel). Rita 
Sobhy (right) received an honorable mention for the MAL Out-
reach Award (right panel). 
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members that wrote an 
article published during 
the year were eligible 
for this award. The 
FY16 recipient of the 
Best Newsletter Article 
award was Victoria 
Tinsley for her article 
titled “The Importance 
of Being Earnest”. Tori 
currently serves as the 
Region C MAL 
Representative.  
The second MAL 
newsletter award is the 
Newsletter Contributor Award which is selected 
by a drawing for all the articles submitted and 

(Continued from page 4) published during the year. The FY16 recipient of 
the Newsletter Contributor award is Victoria 
Tinsley. 
 
Outstanding MAL Leader Award 
The Outstanding MAL Leader Award recipient is 
selected by the FY16 MAL President. This award 
is presented to a MAL that has made outstanding 
contributions to the MAL organization. The 
recipient of the FY16 Outstanding MAL Leader 
award is Mary Isaac. Mary was the Region B 
MAL Representative and was selected in 
recognition of her active participation as a MAL 
rep and for her many outreach activities this past 
year. 
 
Congratulations to all the FY16 MAL Award 
recipients! 

Tori Tinsley is the FY16 
recipient of the Best 
Newsletter Article Award 
and the Newsletter 
Contributor Award. 

Professional Development—The SWE Competency Model 
SWE’s leadership competency model was 

created in FY10 through member interviews 

along with a survey of current SWE leaders and 

those involved in training  SWE leaders. The 

Society is now working to roll the Competency 

Model out at all levels of the organization. As 

part of this effort the Society nominating 

committee has moved from leadership 

characteristics to the SWE Competency Model.  

 

The competency model will be used to help 

members reflect and assess where they may 

need to hone their leadership skills. The 

leadership model as it currently stands consists 

of five areas:  

 Leadership Abilities 

 Communication 

 Business Acumen 

 Self Management & Development 

 Coaching, Mentoring, and Sponsorship 

 

These categories each include several specific 

leadership competencies that a SWE leader 

should strive to learn. The competencies, or 

skills, that they 

learn and hone 

will serve them 

well as leaders 

within SWE and 

also within their 

career.  

 

SWE leaders 

can be 

performing at 

one of five 

levels: Novice, Advanced Beginner, Competent, 

Proficient, Expert. 

 

Leaders will often achieve Novice, Advanced 

Beginner, or Competent level during 

undergraduate and graduate studies.  

Competent, Proficient, and Expert levels are 

often achieved through professional practice. 

 

You can find out more about the SWE 

Competency Model, and learn how you can 

evaluate and improve your skills here. 

http://societyofwomenengineers.swe.org/learning/continuing-ed/2-uncategorised/1724-swes-leadership-competency-model
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Congratulations to the following MALs who received awards from SWE at 

WE16. Learn more about these amazing women and all the other award 

recipients in the conference issue of the SWE magazine. 

 

Jacqueline K. Nagel, Ph.D., was selected as a 

Distinguished New Engineer for her innovative approach to 

bio-inspired design, for making a positive and lasting impact 

on her students and for significant contributions to the SWE 

mission. Jacqueline is an active MAL from Region E, a 

former MAL executive committee member and an assistant 

professor in the department of engineering at James 

Madison University. 

 

 

Rebecca M. Reck, Ph.D., was selected as a Distinguished 

New Engineer for successfully navigating a career transition 

from industry to academia, for innovative research in 

engineering education and for leadership in fulfilling the 

SWE mission. Rebecca is an assistant professor in 

mechanical engineering at Kettering University and a MAL 

from Region H. 

 

 

 

Nancy Manley, P.E., was awarded Fellow Grade for superb career 

performance, for advancing public awareness of engineering as a career and for 

nearly five decades of advancing the goals and mission of SWE. Nancy, a MAL 

from Region D, is a special project officer for the U.S. Air Force. 

 

 

Diane L. Peters, Ph.D., P.E., was awarded Fellow Grade for 

blending academic excellence with industry experience, for 

creativity that excites and challenges students and for 

reminding women engineers of all ages to reach back and 

inspire the next generation. Diane is an assistant professor 

of mechanical engineering at Kettering University and a MAL 

from Region H. 

MALs Receive Awards From SWE 
By Stacey Culver, SWE-MAL Awards Chair 
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WE Local is a new program for the Society of 

Women Engineers (SWE) that was developed to 

bring the excitement, energy, and learning 

environment of SWE’s annual conference 

directly to the member’s backyard. As region 

conferences are dissolved after this year, WE 

Local conferences will be the new forum for 

interaction on a smaller community scale. 

In 2016, SWE headquarters launched WE Local 

to include conferences around the globe. WE 

Local conferences (in the US) will begin in 2017 

with two locations: San Jose, CA (Region A and 

J) and Pittsburgh, PA (Region G). WE Local 

global conferences will also take place in 2017 

in Pune, India and Amsterdam, Netherlands. 

Beginning in 2018, WE Local US conferences 

will expand to five US cities, with locations 

changing every year. 

WE Local conferences bring together 

participants in all stages of their collegiate and 

professional journey to learn, energize/re-

energize, and connect through high quality 

professional development workshops, 

networking opportunities, inspirational speakers 

and outreach activities. 

Check out the WE Local webpage to learn more 

about the programming that is happening at the 

location nearest you! 

What is WE Local and Why Should You Attend? 

As we head into the holidays and wind down the 

calendar year, it’s time to start thinking about E-

week. Just one of the many programs in Discover 

Engineering’s annual E-week, Girl Day is a 

worldwide campaign to introduce girls to the world of 

engineering. Thousands of people--engineers, 

teachers and others--act as Role Models and 

educate girls about how engineers change our world. 

This simple act has turned many girls on to 

engineering & technology careers. This coming year, 

Girl Day happens on Thursday, February 23, 2017. 

 

There are simple online trainings available that cover 

basic tools and techniques for a wide variety of 

events that you can host. It can be as simple as 

going to a classroom and talking with a group of girls 

about what you do as an engineer. Or it can be as 

elaborate as organizing a large outreach event. To 

sign up to be a role model, or find out more about 

Girl Day, visit this website. 

Outreach—Sign Up to Be A Girl Day Role Model 
By Emily Ongstad, SWE-MAL Vice President and Newsletter Editor 

http://welocal.swe.org/
http://www.discovere.org/our-programs/girl-day
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MAL Leadership Contacts 

MAL Officers 
President Debbie Jacklitch-Kuiken debbie_jacklitch@yahoo.com 

Vice President Emily Ongstad emily.ongstad@gmail.com 

Secretary Beth Mellott beth.mellott@gmail.com 

Treasurer Claire Shortall claire.shortall@yahoo.com 

 

MAL Representatives 
MAL-A Open  

MAL-B Lorna Holt lornaholt@me.com 

MAL-C (1) Victoria Tinsley tori04@gmail.com 

MAL-C (2) Olivia LeBlanc oleblanc@olinbc.com 

MAL-D Jennifer Seals Cooper jennnifer.cooper@swe.org 

MAL-E Beth Mellott beth.mellott@gmail.com 

MAL-F Brianna Sporbert bsporbert@boydtech.com 

MAL-G Ali Anderson akowalsk@mix.wvu.edu 

MAL-H Diane Peters dpeters@kettering.edu 

MAL-I Christi Patton Luks Pattonluks@gmail.com 

MAL-J Sara Hough sara.hough@shell.com 

   

MAL Alternate Representatives 
MAL-C Claire Shortall claire.shortall@yahoo.com 

MAL-D Nancy Manley nancy.manley@us.af.mil 

MAL-G Cynthia S Reid cynthia_reid@lord.com 

MAL-H Anne Lucietto anne.lucietto@sbcglobal.net 

MAL-J Linda MS Thomas lindamsthomas@gmail.com  

   

MAL Committee Chairs/Coordinators 
Awards Chair Stacey Culver staceyc@gatheringwaters.com 

Financial Assessment Chair Sara Hough sara.hough@shell.com 

Leadership Coach Beth Posey-Leonhard bethpl07@gmail.com 

Membership Coordinator Claire Shortall claire.shortall@yahoo.com 

Newsletter Editor Emily Ongstad emily.ongstad@gmail.com 

Outreach Coordinator Maryam Rahmani maryamrahmani@mac.com 

Website and Social Media 
Coordinator 

Jennifer Cooper jenniferseaslcooper@gmail.com 

mailto:debbie_jacklitch@yahoo.com
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mailto:beth.mellott@gmail.com
mailto:claire.shortall@yahoo.com
mailto:lornaholt@me.com
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Stay Connected! 

As a MAL, it can be difficult to stay connected to SWE. Find us on social media and 

online to stay in the know about MAL and the Society! 

MAL Calendar 
SWE Region Conferences  

     Region B Conference, Irvine, CA February 9-12 

     Region C Conference, College Station, TX February 17-19 

     Region G Conference = WE Local Pittsburg, PA February 17-19 

     Region A/J Conference = WE Local San Jose, CA February 24-26 

     Region E Conference, Syracuse, NY February 24-26 

     Region I Conference, St. Louis, MO February 24-26 

     Region F Conference, Storrs, CT February 25-26 

     Region D Conference, Atlanta, GA March 9-11 

     Region H Conference, Ann Arbor, MI March 10-12 

Call for MAL officer and chair nominations Mid-January 

Help Wanted! 
Leaders like you Needed!: Want to get some 

leadership experience? The call for nominations for 

FY18 officers and chairs goes out in mid-January. 

Review the MAL Roles and Responsibilities 

Document and get to know your current officers and 

chairs in preparation! Self-nomination and contested 

chairs are encouraged!  

Newsletter Contributors: Looking for articles 200-

1000 words to include in future newsletters. A broad 

range of possible topics include but are not limited to 

your local outreach events, career tips, leadership, 

mentoring in your workplace, etc. The MAL awards 

committee will select the best newsletter article award 

each fiscal year.  Additionally, authors of all published 

articles are eligible for the newsletter contributor 

drawing. If you would like to contribute, please send 

your articles to our editor, Emily Ongstad. This is your 

newsletter! 

https://www.facebook.com/MembersAtLarge
https://twitter.com/SWEtalk
https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=69390
http://mal.swe.org/uploads/2/0/7/1/20710646/mal_roles_and_responsibilities_-_approved_20140615.xlsx
http://mal.swe.org/uploads/2/0/7/1/20710646/mal_roles_and_responsibilities_-_approved_20140615.xlsx
mailto:emily.ongstad@gmail.com

